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Before launching into the topic of my presentation, drama therapy, it becomes necessary to give you a
background of SAMADHAN, which is the NGO I represent .I do this since what I say may be interpreted
by some as abstract theorizing and I would like to ground it in real life situations.

SAMADHAN is an NGO with dual focus on children with mental handicap and their mothers living in
low socio economic areas .So we deal with mental handicap and families living in areas of poverty. Over
the years (and we are 25 years old) we have established services, which are relevant and appropriate to the
characteristics of our target areas. Briefly, these are   early intervention for the child in the 0 to 5 age group
through inclusive education, clinical and medical rehabilitation and finally the placements of these children
in mainstream schools. For the child above 5 years we have education units and for the mothers of these
children we provide  training for income generation through Self Help Groups .We use locally available
resources of both manpower and materials and in our case it is the women, both mothers of the mentally
handicapped in our services and from the community in general, who form the core of our service delivery.
However, our services did not remain static and traditional but was innovation was the essence of our work.
This is our USP, for which we received an award for innovation from the World Bank in 2001.

One of the paths our innovation led to was the use of drama as a therapeutic tool. But to begin with we need
an operational definition of DRAMA and a brief introduction..

There is usually some confusion between what is DRAMA and what is THEATRE .The very basic
difference is that the we call theatre anything, which is   an enactment performed on a stage and usually in a
fixed location. There is a distance both physical and emotional between the performers and the audience  .It
is done to a set pattern, scripted, directed and spontaneity usually has no place in theater. We can control
how much or if at all we want to become involved in a theatrical performance.

Drama is not a newly discovered activity It has been an essential part of mans ‘development .We all know
of ancient civilizations, which used the dramatic form to ritualize many traditional and commemorative
functions. Examples abound from ancient Greece, India and much of S. Asia from historical records and
archaeological evidence. It has been the essential part of our creative. DRAMA and by extension DRAMA
THERAPY is based on the realization that that there are in each of us a number of different “selves” or
sub-personalities .It recognizes the presence of an inner world and an outer world. The Inner World ( in fact
research shows that the fetus is impacted by the mother in amazing ways ) is shaped right from infancy by
family, by peers, the mother and community As one grows ,the outer world also grows and we get involved
in many activities and in a variety of groups .  It is the interaction between these two worlds and how
smoothly we make the transition that is the concern of drama.

Problems arise when we are unable to make connections between our own internal world and the external
world. For instance rigid and fixed roles are developed in childhood and inappropriate roles often emerge
through faulty parenting or inadequate role models. Another example is when peer group pressure is more
than parental authority. Or when the mother –child bond is stronger than usual and it becomes difficult to
separate the two and the bond continues into adult life

In a nutshell, DT is the deliberate application of drama in clinical, remedial and community settings with
people who are troubled or unwell. It is a Tran formative medium. Usually we give a lot of importance to
verbal communication and the one who speaks well is seen as skilled. But let us remember that language or
speech is a comparatively recent phenomenon. But nonverbal communication is equally important .It is
very necessary when we are unable to express our feelings in words or in situations for which we cannot
find words. It is also an effective means of communication for those who cannot or will not speak.



Dramatherapy basically is a group process, which explores at many levels of metaphor, dramatic
engagement between members of a group .We are all born into groups. If you are the first born, you have
the distinction of making your parents, a couple, into a group of three. The therapeutic work of drama is
largely concerned with improving communication. This is done by helping individuals and groups in
building relationships. Life is basically about building sane and sustaining relationships within a group. No
one lives in isolation. All of us belong to many groups. There is the immediate family group, the larger
community group, the school or university group, the peer group and the professional or work groups. Even
the most experienced of psychotherapists/ psychiatrists do not have the power to “heal”. But it is within
their power to listen, to accept the person in front of them and to establish a “ therapeutic relationship”. So
the focus is   on making the relationship a safe place where a patient is likely to heal himself/herself.

At this stage I would like to invite you to do a small experiment with me.  Just close your eyes and think
about what happened this morning?  How did you wake up, what did you do, where did you go how did
you come here? Didn’t you view yourselves in a series of scenes or episodes? Conversely we can probably
think of times when we have been through some traumatic or fearful situations and we can recreate the
scene but with different endings and solutions. So, we organize our life according to dramatic structure or
our dramatic imagination is constantly recreating the scenes and events that are being told to us or that we
see .The ability to recall how we feel or felt in a given situation and the ability to role play or to pretend to
be “the other “ person or thing is   what is used in effective drama therapy.

When we become adults we take on a variety of roles. Throughout life all of us adopt a variety of roles. We
see life in a series of dramatic imagery and our life is organized in dramatic structure. Each of us plays
many roles in our lives and we develop this capacity right from our infancy. Together these many roles
form our repertoire as it were and it is this, which helps us to relate to the outside world. Motivation of self
cannot exist without motivation of others and thus the dramatic impulse of “as if ”means that I can
understand the life and world of another person and thus will be able to build connections and develop
empathy for that person or persons and so continue to expand a network of connections and /or
relationships. The “ as if “ situation is the core of our work  .The recognition of SELF and of the OTHER..
(Stanislauski of The Moscow Arts Theater was the first to develop the “as if “ concept.) .It is this capacity
to transfer the imagination that is at the root of dramatic imagination.

So we see that the core of drama therapy is rooted in the child –our inner core of creativity. In terms of
childhood development, a baby of 10 months has already developed capacity for role-play. Even if the baby
cannot as yet walk, and is therefore not mobile, it is definitely mobile in character. In the first year of life it
is physical and sensory play and in drama therapy terms it is referred to as EMBODIEMENT. Towards the
end of the first year the child becomes increasingly aware of the world outside .For instance, the child
develops the capacity to pretend to be someone or something else. This is the development of the dramatic
imagination.  . It is further developed as the child explores more and more things beyond its own body.
Drama therapy refers to this as PROJECTION. This can be seen in all sorts of mediums, in drawings,
telling stories, enacting stories, modeling   etc. The next stage is the actual dramatic play, which is making
up stories, creating them, fleshing them out, creating characters, mimicry, dressing up, voice modulation,
make up etc. This is what is called ROLE PLAY .All of us go through these stages through play in
childhood, through experiment in adolescence and it is also shaped as we grow, by the outside world and its
influence and by the family.

The three stages of EMBODIEMENT, PROJECTION AND ROLE (EPR) are crucial for human
development. During these three stages children gain an understanding of everyday reality and develop the
imagination. It is also the time when the child develops the concept of “self” and of the ‘other “It is the
bedrock of a child’s development into adulthood .We must not confuse this   with emotional or
psychological development. This is dramatic development from which all other development emerges. EPR
means identity and this is a social construct more than a psychological one and it is this which will help or
hinder the child when it becomes an adult in creating and maintaining healthy relationships.



Coming to the use of the drama therapy in working with the community, we must accept at the very outset
that what we usually call community is never a homogenous, united whole. Scott peck in his book The
Distant Drummer, sees three things as crucial to make a true community. These are Inclusivity,
Commitment and Consensus. As we saw earlier, it is the identity of SELF or how we see ourselves and
how we see others that makes or breaks a relationship .So members who are included in a group situation
will learn to transcend individual differences and in so doing can transform attitudes towards each other.
Scott Peck says we should “celebrate the differences as gifts and not attempt to ignore, or hide existing
differences. ”  . Then of course we need to be committed to stay included in the chosen group and abide by
a consensus of opinions and the direction the group wishes to take.

In preparation we need to ensure that  ;-

The group is a cohesive one or achieves some cohesiveness during its time together.

Chose a safe venue or environment. It is not necessary to be in a church or a psychiatric clinic to make a
confession. Community support can and does trigger this

Begin sessions with stress reducing or relaxing activities.

Establish a ritual. Ritual is here taken to mean something, which is done to achieve a bonding of individual
members in the group. It is not the traditional meaning of Ritual .We can use rhythmic movements,
gestures, music etc.

Establish boundaries. Usually this refers to emotional and social boundaries and not physical ones.

Gauge the involvement level of each participant and design activities accordingly. For instance take into
account excessive shyness, tension, stress etc which members will display initially. Thus the kind of
medium we select becomes an important part of the therapeutic process.

We ALL have potential for change .In life, in love, in vision. But we do need the opportunity and the right
kind of support.   Usually when we use drama therapy, we can focus on three main area of our life.

These can be a broadly speaking; -
 Focus on creative expression
 Focus on Tasks, tools, and skills, learning
 Focus on insight, self-awareness and change.

Creative Expression.

As the name suggests the emphasis is on the creative development and aesthetic experience of the
participant. We can use movement, mime, improvisation, puppets, masks, story work etc for this. For
example, we can perform an impromptu play, which mostly comes from the participants and develops
as we go along .The benefits will be a heightened sense of   awareness of the self, an increase in
individual self confidence, increase in skills of communication and hence skills of relationship building
and cooperation. Apart from the enjoyment and stimulation the use of creative development brings
about, it also brings about a heightened sense of self awareness, increases an individual’s self
confidence, through development of the creative imagination and taps undiscovered potential, which
will then support the process of coming to conclusions about unresolved situations.

Tasks, Tools, Skills, Learning .

This is very goal specific and activities will focus on behaviors and skills needed for everyday
functioning. These skills can be refined or modified through the medium of drama or role play .In a
group situation sometimes skills may develop as the group meets regularly and sometimes individuals
in a group may need to be gently helped to develop new skills and tools.



. This is particularly relevant for the women in a community setting or mothers of the mentally
handicapped we work with. Many of them have lived with stigmatizing and a low self-esteem since
they have been made to believe that the birth of a child with mental handicap is their “fault”. None of
them ever questioned or challenged the role they were given but meekly accepted it until it became a
thought, which colored all their behavior and decisions. Through Drama therapy we can allow them to
gain an expansion of the meaning of their role as mothers of children with mental handicap.

Focus on insight, self-awareness and change gives members of a group opportunities to explore their
own feelings and relationships but with in the security of the group in a safe and nurturing environment.
The aims here are to begin a voyage of self-discovery and thus come to a change in stereotyped or
restrictive roles

Focus on Insight, Self Awareness and Change

This gives members of the group an opportunity to explore their own feelings and their relationships
and again   being within a group provides a sense of security.

One way of doing this is performing a play. It can include scenes from the participants past, present or
future and leads to self-discovery and change .The selection of the play and directing it in the way to
recovery is crucial.  It could also be spontaneous. Participants are encouraged to reflect on their
experiences. Conscious awareness of previously unacknowledged difficulties emerge and this can be
channeled into more positive ways of behavior.

The paper deals only with the concept of drama therapy and for obvious reasons it cannot go into the
HOW or the methods we can use  for drama therapy .


